The rat dorsolateral striatum (DLS) has been implicated in habit formation. Previous studies in our laboratory found that as animals acquired a motor habit or remained goal-directed, tested by reward devaluation, the vast majority of DLS neurons decreased firing rates during the same responses over training days. However, mixed results have been reported in the literature regarding whether DLS neurons exhibit cue reactivity. In the present study, we reanalyzed a sample of DLS neurons in a task in which habitual behavior was acquired (dataset of Tang et al., 2007 [45]) and found that somatic sensorimotor as well as nonsomatomotor neurons of the DLS exhibited no cue-evoked firing. A second sample of DLS neurons related to licking in a task in which goal-directed behavior occurred (dataset of Tang et al., 2009 [46]) was also reanalyzed for cue-evoked correlates. Although behavior was cue guided, lick neurons did not exhibit cue-evoked firing. Given the complete absence of cue-related firing during habitual or goal-directed behavior, adaptations in DLS firing patterns may be regulated by movement-related learning rather than nonsomatosensory cues, consistent with convergent S1 and M1 afferents to the region. Striatal cue reactivity in the rat is likely mediated within the dorsomedial and ventromedial striatum, in line with associative and limbic afferents to these regions, respectively.
Introduction
Habitual behaviors are the motor expression of learned stimulus-response associations. When behavior is habitual, it becomes resistant to manipulations of the consequences of actions, such as devaluation of the reward [18] . Given their resistance to reward devaluation, habits may be an important factor in addiction or other psychological disorders [3, 19] .
The rat dorsolateral striatum (DLS) has been implicated in habit formation [50] . The DLS contains a somatic sensorimotor map, with neurons related to head and neck, forelimb, hindlimb and vibrissae dorsally, and neurons related to tongue more ventrally [7, 12] . These neurons exhibit robust, unconditioned increases in firing rate during somatosensory stimulation or movement of the related body part, reflective of their convergent S1 and M1 afferents [22, 27, 38] .
Mixed results have been reported regarding whether rat DLS neurons change firing rates in response to learned nonsomatosensory cues. One recent report described phasic activations of DLS neurons in response to conditioned cues [44] while another found a "paucity" of cue-related activity [4] . However, in both investigations, no identification was made of any neuron's unconditioned Abbreviations: DLS, dorsolateral striatum; M1, motor cortex; S1, somatosensory cortex.relation to sensory stimulation or movement of specific body parts, limiting interpretations of cue-evoked firing. A previous investigation in our laboratory suggested an absence of cue-evoked activity in rat DLS neurons [8] . This study recorded DLS forelimb neurons across days of learning a skilled forelimb lever press under the control of an auditory discriminative stimulus. These neurons were characterized by an initial robust forelimb-movement firing correlate that declined over training days. However, neurons did not exhibit phasic activity in response to the discriminative stimulus that set the occasion for the forelimb movement.
The present experiment reexamined two DLS neuron populations for possible cue-related activity. Prior reports of these neurons examined movement-related firing across days of training [45, 46] . In the head movement paradigm, animals were trained on a fixed ratio (FR) three vertical head movement task. Possible cue-evoked activity was analyzed in the present study by comparing firing at the completion of (i) the third vertical movement, which was signaled by an audible cue simultaneous with water delivery, with (ii) the first two vertical head movements which were unsignaled. In the lick movement paradigm, possible cue-evoked activity was analyzed by comparing firing before and after an audible cue signaled water delivery, noncontingent to the animals behavior.
Methods

Subjects and surgery
Male Long-Evans rats (n = 37, 300-330 g; Charles River, Wilmington, MA, USA) were prepared for chronic single-unit recording of DLS neurons exhibiting uncon-0166-4328/$ -see front matter © 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. doi:10.1016/j.bbr.2010.03.001 ditioned correlations specifically with vertical head movement (n = 26) or licking (n = 11). Details of these samples of rats, electrophysiological procedures, behavioral paradigm, videotape analysis, and histological analysis have been described previously (cf. [45, 46] ). Protocols were performed in compliance with the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (NIH, Publications 865-23) and were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee, Rutgers University.
Head movement chamber
In a clear Plexiglas chamber (length 35 cm × width 17 cm × height 40 cm), a water trough was attached to the front wall, centered 8.5 cm from each sidewall, raised 1.5 cm from the floor, and extended 6.5 cm from the front wall into the chamber. A Plexiglas insertion, with left and right side walls 4 cm high and angled at 45 degrees, was placed along the long axis of the chamber to keep the rat's body centered, with head forward facing the water trough and camera (see below) during the experiment. A solenoid valve was used to deliver single drops of water (5 l) to the water trough. In order to avoid recording electrical artifacts from solenoid discharge, the solenoid and its power supply were physically remote from the animal, 60 cm away, shielded by two walls of a heavy metal rack, with the solenoid encased inside a grounded metal box. To ensure that the animal could nevertheless hear each water delivery, a speaker was placed 40 cm overhead, on a perforated portion of the chamber's ceiling. Each computer pulse (50 ms) delivered to the solenoid valve simultaneously activated a tone (50 ms duration, 1000 Hz, 60 dB, <1.0 ms rise time to full volume) via the speaker, henceforth referred to as the 'cue'. No evidence of any solenoid artifact was detected in detailed examinations of single unit recordings, waveforms or peri-event time histograms (PETH).
Two light-emitting diodes (LEDs) were mounted 9 mm apart vertically on the headstage of the harness. A camera (Computar series 3500, 60 Hz sampling rate) was placed 20 cm in front of the chamber to monitor the LEDs, signaling the 2-dimensional position of the head every 16.7 ms throughout the experiment (spatial resolution 1 mm). On the vertical scale, a value of 0 corresponded to the floor of the chamber. A value of 90-95 mm for the upper LED corresponded to a level position of the head while the animal was standing on all four limbs. Light signals from the LEDs were fed into a tracker box and, along with neural signals, into a microcomputer where signals were sampled, digitized and stored for offline analysis using Datawave Acquisition software (Datawave Technologies, Longmont, CO).
Head movement task
Each training session (2 h per session, one session per day for 14 consecutive days) began with the removal of a false Plexiglas floor, exposing the water trough to the rat. A criterion (operant) vertical head movement was defined as: (i) an upward head movement; (ii) at least 41 mm long; (iii) with the upper LED starting <94 mm and ending >135 mm on the vertical scale; and (iv) the time from the head's (LED's) crossing 94 mm to crossing 135 mm was <1 s. For each criterion movement, detection was operationally defined as the time when the upper LED crossed 135 mm, and was time stamped (16.7 ms resolution). Prior to sessions 2 and 13, animals were presented with their daily allotment of water (∼13 ml) for devaluation testing. Following consumption, animals were immediately placed into the head movement task under normal experimental circumstances.
Lick chamber
A water spout was positioned outside the front wall of a transparent, Plexiglas recording chamber (23.5 cm × 17.4 cm × 43 cm). Silicon tubing was used to connect a container filled with tap water, and a solenoid to a stainless steel drinking spout located 2 mm from the chamber. There was a small hole in the Plexiglas (7 mm diameter) to allow the rat's tongue access to water drops. A photo lick sensor, consisting of fiber optic below and above the spout, was used to register individual licks. The presence or absence (during a lick) of the light beam was recorded and time stamped every 16.7 ms (Datawave Technologies, Longmont, CO), in synchrony with the time stamping of neural waveforms. Water delivery was controlled by a TTL pulse from the computer that opened the solenoid for 35 ms, delivering one drop of approximately 5 l through the spout (one water delivery). An audible tone (3 kHz, 60 dB, <1.0 ms rise time to full volume) was sounded through a speaker mounted 40 cm above the chamber, for the duration that the solenoid was open to make the activation of the solenoid audible to the animal. Water delivery, licks and neural firing were processed and stored by a microcomputer.
Lick task
Rats were trained in a licking task for 14 consecutive sessions (2 h per session, one session per day). Each rat was placed in the chamber and a recording harness was attached to the microwire array. Following the preliminary exam (below), experimentation began. The experiment consisted of six water on periods (15 min) alternating with six water-off periods (5 min). During water on periods, water deliveries were pseudorandomly presented to the rat ranging from 6 to 12 s, mean = 9 s. Water was not delivered during water off periods. The solenoid click/audible tone compound cue was presented simultaneously with water delivery. During the 2-h session, the rat received approximately 3 ml water. After each session, the rat was given another 10 ml water to reach the daily amount of water (13 ml) needed to maintain stable weight. Prior to sessions 2 and 13, a subset of animals were presented with their daily allotment of water (∼13 ml) for devaluation testing (n = 4). Two additional animals not implanted with electrodes were also devalued prior to sessions 2 and 13. Following consumption, animals were immediately placed into the lick task under normal experimental circumstances.
Determination of neuron types
Prior to the experiments, a complete sensorimotor examination [7, 12, 13] , was conducted on every microwire that exhibited neural activity (signal-to-noise ratio >3:1) to determine whether firing was phasically related to sensorimotor activity of any body part. Four types of neurons were recorded: (i) upward head movement neurons, i.e., DLS neurons that exhibited increased activity during upward movement; (ii) downward head movement neurons, i.e., DLS neurons that exhibited increased activity during downward movement; (iii) lick neurons that increased activity during licking determined by manually delivered water drops on the chamber floor; and (iv) nonsomatomotor neurons, i.e., DLS neurons that exhibited spontaneous activity yet did not respond to active movement, cutaneous probing, or passive manipulation of any body part [12] . The prior reports detail additional criteria [45, 46] . The present experiment reexamined the DLS neuron sample [45] for possible cue-evoked firing across training days. In this paradigm, animals were trained on a FR3 vertical head movement task. The first two criterion head movements were unsignaled while the third criterion movement was reinforced via delivery of a drop of water to the trough via the solenoid, signaled simultaneously by presentation of the conditioned stimulus cue. In order to test for cue learning, the latency to emit a criterion head movement was analyzed over days of FR3 performance. In order to test for the utilization of a counting strategy during FR3 performance, we analyzed a subset of criterion head movements (mean was approximately 20% of all criterion movements during asymptotic performance) after which animals briefly held the head in an elevated, stable position (height) after the criterion was detected (although this was not required of the animal). Each such occurrence of stable head position following a criterion movement was sorted into one cell of a 3 × 4 spreadsheet consisting of three levels of height (LED values 126-135, 130-143, 135-151) and four levels of duration (0-50 ms, 50-100 ms, 100-150 ms, >150 ms) over the last four training sessions in which asymptotic behavior occurred [45] . Each cell tallied the number of occurrences in which the head was held after detection, just below, surrounding, or above detection (135) for different durations, respectively. One spreadsheet was tabulated for each of the three movements of the FR3 schedule for each session analyzed. If animals utilized a counting strategy, the height, duration, or their interaction should differ on the third movement relative to the first and second.
Both outcome variables (latency and number of head positions) were analyzed as a function of a set of categorical fixed effect independent variables (e.g., day, movement number, height, interactions) using a mixed model ANOVA using SAS PROC GLIMMIX (SAS Institute Inc., 2005). Outcome variables were highly skewed and therefore theorized to be gamma distributed rather than normally distributed. Thus, a gamma distribution with a log link was specified for the outcome variable in the mixed ANOVAs. Outcome variables were collected on multiple occasions from each subject, and thus, subject was specified as a random effects variable. The solution for the latency mixed ANOVA model was estimated using maximum pseudo-likelihood marginal expansion while the head position mixed ANOVA model was estimated using maximum likelihood with adaptive quadrature. Because the data were not normally distributed, standard errors were computed using the first order residual empirical (sandwich) estimator for the latency analysis and design-adjusted MBN empirical estimator for the head position analysis. All other default settings in PROC GLIMMIX were maintained. Pairwise comparisons (Scheffe adjusted) were computed for significant interactions.
A PETH was constructed around the detection of all criterion movements that occurred third in the FR3 sequence. Detection of this criterion movement was the node of the PETH, which also corresponded to the onsets of the cue and water delivery. Separate PETHs were constructed using detection of the first and second criterion movements as nodes. Each PETH typically contained a thousand or more daily criterion head movements. Using the PETHs, analyses of cue-evoked activity were limited to the 150 ms following detection, in order to exclude any firing related to potential cue-induced head movements, which can occur at ≥150 ms latency in response to auditory cues [25] . Cue-evoked firing of striatal medium spiny neurons has been demonstrated to occur within 150 ms of cue onset [14, 25, 49] . Only data from days in which rats performed on an FR3 schedule of reinforcement were analyzed.
Two ratios calculated the standardized change in firing rates using the PETHs. The "movement ratio" consisted of a 'B/(A + B)' formula in which 'A' was defined as the average firing rate during the 150 ms following detection of the first unsignaled criterion head movement and 'B' was defined as the average firing rate during the 150 ms following detection of the second unsignaled criterion head movement. Because DLS neuron firing related to sensory or motor activity exhibits substantial trial-to-trial variability [41] , the movement ratio represented any spontaneous differences in firing rate in the absence of the conditioned stimulus cue. The "cue ratio" consisted of a 'B/(A + B)' formula in which 'A' was defined as the average firing rate during the 150 ms following detection of the second unsignaled successful criterion head movement and 'B' was defined as the average firing rate during the 150 ms following detection of the third (signaled) criterion head movement, containing the conditioned stimulus cue onset at time zero. The relative homogeneity of criterion head movements provided behavioral equivalence [40] between signaled versus unsignaled criterion head movements, enabling us to isolate cue-evoked firing. Note that cue-evoked firing was not assessed in this particular analysis via any comparisons of firing before versus after cue onset because of the ongoing head movement, with which these neurons are correlated.
Three two-level hierarchical linear models (HLM; Level 1: Eq. (1), Level 2: Eqs. (2)- (5)) [42] , one for each type of DLS neuron (upward, downward, or nonsomatomotor), compared the regression growth lines of each individual neuron across the movement and cue ratios over training sessions. Eq. (1) describes the linear growth model that was fitted for each individual neuron by regressing the standardized change in firing rate of each neuron on all session values separately for both the movement and cue ratios. In Eq. (1), the session variable was group mean centered [42] by subtracting the mean of the session values (session mean = 7.5) from the individual session values (1 ≤ t ≤ 14) in order to reduce the nonessential multicollinearity in the interaction term for ratio and session. The level 1 model of the HLM was:
where StdChgFR tji is the B/(A + B) standardized change of firing rate of the ith neuron for the jth dummy coded, within-subjects ratio variable across all t sessions, 0i is the centered intercept for the ith neuron, 1i and 2i are the slopes of the regression of StdChgFR tji on ratio and session, respectively, 3i is the parameter associated with the interaction of ratio and session, and e tji is the error term for the ith neuron. The level 2 model of the HLM was:
where 0i through 3i are parameters from Eq. (1),ˇ00 throughˇ30 were the estimated average values of 0i through 3i , respectively, and r 0i through r 3i were the estimated variances of 0i through 3i , respectively. Since the session variable was centered,ˇ00 is the estimated grand mean for the 0 dummy coded ratio group, which in this case was movement ratio. Because of the 0-1 dummy coding of the ratio variable, 1i is the estimated average difference in standardized change in firing across all neurons between the movement and cue ratios. 2i is the estimated average level of standardized change in firing across all neurons at the centering value of 7.5. 3i is the term associated with the interaction of ratio and session. Two final tests of cue-evoked firing compared the firing rates of neurons from matched sets of stable head positions following detection of a criterion head movement. The first analysis compared the firing rates of DLS neurons during stable head positions following a criterion movement according to (i) three levels of height (LED values 126-135, 130-143, 135-151), (ii) four levels of duration (0-50 ms, 50-100 ms, 100-150 ms, >150 ms), and (iii) the three movements of the FR3 schedule for neurons recorded during the last four sessions of training. For 0-50 ms, 50-100 ms, 100-150 ms, and >150 ms duration movements, firing rates were analyzed during 50 ms, 100 ms, 150 ms, and 200 ms following detection, respectively. Firing rates were analyzed with a mixed ANOVA (SAS PROC GLIMMIX (SAS Institute Inc., 2005)). A gamma distribution with a log link was specified for firing rate and neuron was specified as a random effects variable. The solution was estimated using maximum likelihood with adaptive quadrature. The standard errors were computed using the design-adjusted MBN empirical estimator. All other default settings in PROC GLIMMIX were maintained
The second analysis sorted firing rates of each occurrence of stable head position following a criterion movement into one cell of a 3 × 4 spreadsheet consisting of three levels of height (LED values 126-135, 130-143, 135-151) and four levels of duration (0-50 ms, 50-100 ms, 100-150 ms, >150 ms), for neurons recorded during the last four sessions of training. For each neuron, one spreadsheet was generated for each movement of the FR3 schedule for each session analyzed. Each cell of the 3 × 4 table contained the average firing rate of all occurrences of stable head positions exhibiting that specific height and duration. Firing rates were analyzed per duration of stable head position as specified in the above first analysis. Cells with <5 occurrences were not included in the tables. Subsequently, two position ratio tables were created, one including and the other not including the cue. Cells of the position ratio table not including the cue were calculated by a 'B/(A + B)' ratio from average firing rates of the 3 × 4 table of movements one ('A') and two ('B'). Cells of the position ratio table including the cue were calculated by a 'B/(A + B)' ratio from average firing rates of the 3 × 4 table of movements two ('A') and three ('B'). That is, the firing rates of neurons during specific heights and durations of stable head positions (i.e., each cell) were calculated separately, creating two tables of 'B/(A + B)' values. Finally, all cells of the position ratio table including the cue and all cells of the position ratio table not including the cue were individually averaged over the last four days of training. This created one average position ratio without the cue and one average position ratio with the cue per neuron that was compared with paired t-tests for each neuron type.
Lick task
For every neuron, a PETH was constructed around the cued water delivery. Any cue node in which a lick occurred was removed from analysis; thus all cues that were analyzed occurred while the tongue was proximal to the fiberoptic detector. Nonetheless, PETHs typically contained the maximum 600 trials per day. Each neuron's daily average firing rates were collected over the 100 ms before and after cue presentation. A 100 ms firing window was utilized due to observed lick reaction times in response to the auditory cue at this latency but never preceding 100 ms. A 'B/(A + B)' ratio calculated the standardized change in firing rate following the cue compared with the pre-cue period for the valued and devalued groups. 'A' was defined as the average firing rate over the 100 ms prior to cue presentation and 'B' was defined as the average firing rate during the 100 ms following cue presentation. A mixed model ANOVA using SAS PROC GLIMMIX (SAS Institute Inc., 2005) compared standardized changes of lick neurons in response to the cue in valued and devalued groups across sessions. A gamma distribution with a log link was specified for the outcome variable in the mixed ANOVA. Since the outcome variable was collected on multiple occasions from each neuron, neuron was specified as a random effects variable. The solution for the mixed ANOVA model was estimated using maximum pseudo-likelihood marginal expansion and standard errors were computed using the first order residual empirical estimator. All other default settings in PROC GLIMMIX were maintained. Post hoc simple effects were computed for any overall significant interactions.
Results
Head movement task
Acquisition of the task, improved movement efficiency, and demonstration of habit formation are described in detail in a previous report [45] . Briefly, animals rapidly acquired FR3 criterion head movements within three sessions. While the conditioned stimulus did not precede the operant response, the conditioned cue likely acquired value as training proceeded. Excluding satiety sessions for devalued animals, the latency to emit criterion head movements was measured between the first and second, second and third, and third and first criterion head movements, where the cue occurred. The mixed ANOVA yielded significant main effects for movement number (F(2, 752) = 40.06, p < 0.0001) and day (F(23, 752) = 11.37, p < 0.0001), but the latency to emit a criterion head movement depended on the interaction of the previous criterion head movement by training day, F(25, 752) = 39.46, p < 0.0001. Pairwise comparisons revealed no significant difference on days 1 and 2 but sparse significance on days 3 and 4 ( Fig. 1) . However, emerging on day 5 and stable throughout the remainder of training, the latency to emit a criterion head movement was significantly longer following the third criterion movement than after the first (all |t| > 5.11, p < 0.0002) or second (all |t| > 4.18, p < 0.0002) criterion movements (Fig. 1) . Between days 5 and 14, animals averaged 1588.83 ± 188.59 ms between the first and second, 1516.85 ± 157.74 ms between the second and third, and 2921.40 ± 300.85 ms between the third and next (first) criterion head movement. There was no difference between latencies of criterion movements one and two from days 5 through 14 (all |t| < 1.41, p > 0.05) (Fig. 1) . Given the increased latency to emit a criterion head movement following cue presentation (third movement), but not after the first or second criterion movements that were not followed by the cue, animals likely learned that the cue predicted reward delivery.
Videotape analysis revealed that rats did not move toward the water trough after each head movement. Instead, rats typically made several criterion and noncriterion head movements until the cue was presented at the detection of the third criterion head movement, at which time rats emitted an oblique head movement toward the trough and consumed the reward. Nevertheless, Fig. 1 . Average (+SEM) latency to emit a criterion head movement during FR3 performance over fourteen training days. Movement three but not movement one or two was followed by the cue. Prior to day 5, weak and sparse differences were observed between latencies to emit a criterion head movement. On day 5, animals exhibited an increased latency to emit a criterion head movement following the cue (3-1) compared with the first (1-2) or second (2-3) criterion head movements while latencies between the first and second (1-2 vs. 2-3) movements did not differ. a = latency of movements 1-2 and 3-1 significantly different at p < 0.0002, b = latency of movements 2-3 and 3-1 significantly different at p < 0.05, c = latency of movements 2-3 and 3-1 significantly different at p < 0.0002. in order to determine if animals utilized a counting strategy that did not involve cue processing, the number of stable head positions following individual criterion head movements was measured in terms of height and duration over the last four days of training. That is, after approximately 20% of criterion movements, animals tended to hold the head briefly in an elevated, stable position following criterion detection. While the mixed ANOVA yielded a significant main effect of duration, F(3, 2248) = 33.12, p < 0.0001, a significant duration × height interaction was revealed, F(6, 2248) = 3.57, p < 0.0016. Pairwise comparisons revealed that animals emitted significantly more 0-50 ms movements than 50-100 ms or 100-150 ms movements across every level of height (all t > 6.44, p < 0.0001). All other pairwise comparisons of duration within each height level did not significantly differ (all t < 2.76, p > 0.05). There was no other significant main effect (height, session, movement) or interaction (duration × movement, movement × height, duration × session, movement × session, height × session, duration × movement × height, duration × movement × session, movement × height × session, duration × movement × height × session), all F < 0.19, p > 0.05. These data demonstrate that animals did not emit different numbers of stable head position durations or heights following the third criterion movement compared with following the first or second criterion head movements.
Of rats that were satiated early and late in training (n = 6), criterion head movements were reduced less during the late devaluation test compared with the early devaluation test (Wilcoxon signed-ranks test, p < 0.05), indicating animals formed a habit (see Ref. [45] ).
Of 68 single neurons recorded over sessions, 43 neurons (63%) exhibited neural activity recorded throughout all 14 training sessions. The mean duration of stable recording was 12.4 ± 0.3 sessions. Since head movement neurons are directionally sensitive [7] , we separately examined upward-associated head movement neurons (up neurons) and downward-associated head movement neurons (down neurons) across days. In addition, nonsomatomotor DLS neurons were examined for possible cue-induced firing.
Movement-and cue ratios of nonsomatomotor neurons (n = 14, 21.86% of DLS neurons) did not significantly change over training days, t(13) = 0.185, p > 0.05 (Table 1 ). There was no significant effect of firing ratio (t(13) = 1.104, p > 0.05) or session × firing ratio interaction (t(34) = −0.261, p > 0.05). Thus, nonsomatomotor neurons of the DLS did not fire differentially to the presence or absence of the conditioned stimulus cue ( Fig. 2A) . Movement-and cue ratios of up neurons (n = 35, 54.69% of DLS neurons) did not significantly change over training days, t(34) = 0.018, p > 0.05 (Table 2 ). There was no significant effect of firing ratio (t(34) = 0.385, p > 0.05) or session × firing ratio interaction (t(34) = −0.712, p > 0.05). Thus, up neurons did not fire differentially to the presence or absence of the conditioned stimulus cue (Fig. 2B) .
Movement-and cue ratios of down neurons (n = 15, 23.44% of DLS neurons) did not significantly change over training days, Table 2 Estimated fixed and random effects (Eqs. (2)- (5) t (14) = 0.292, p > 0.05 (Table 3 ). There was no significant effect of firing ratio (t(14) = −0.865, p > 0.05) or session × firing ratio interaction (t(14) = 1.982, p > 0.05). Thus, down neurons did not fire differentially to the presence or absence of the conditioned stimulus cue (Fig. 2C) . Given that devaluation by satiety decreased responding early but not late in training [45] , we examined if cue-evoked firing was expressed during habitual behavior late in training. A three (up, down, nonsomatomotor neuron) × two (cue ratio, movement ratio) mixed ANOVA analyzing the average firing rates over the last four days of training yielded no significant difference in firing between the presence versus the absence of the cue for all three types of recorded neurons, evidenced by the non-significant interaction effect of neuron type × firing ratio (F(2, 37) = 1.671, p > 0.05) and non-significant main effect of firing ratio (F(2, 37) = 1.202, p > 0.05). Further, no significant differences were observed between DLS neuron types, F(2, 37) = 2.388, p > 0.05. Fig. 3 displays the average cue ratio by the average movement ratio during the last four days of training for each neuron that was recorded at least once during these late training days. Plotted points for the vast majority of neurons (n = 32; 80% of all neurons) lie near the line of no difference. The remaining eight neurons showed relatively greater deviation in firing from the line of no difference (dots shaded in gray in Fig. 3B ). For each of these neurons, a representative day over the last four days' training underwent more rigorous examination (Fig. 4) . Analyses of firing rates around cue onset provided little evidence that firing was cue-evoked. Most of these neurons exhibited spurious changes in firing rate during the 150 ms following each of the three criterion head movements, with or without the cue (Fig. 4A-E) . Despite thousands of criterion head movements, these neurons exhibited very few spikes during the first post-criterion head movement. Further, the same or fewer spikes were recorded following the second and third post-criterion head movements. Other neurons exhibited firing characteristics likely related to individual movements or movement sequences [1] (Fig. 4F-H) . One up neuron exhibited spurious firing rates during the 150 ms following the first criterion movement but not on the second or third Fig. 3 . Scatterplot of movement ratio (x-axis) by cue ratio (y-axis), averaged over late (last four) days of training. Dotted diagonal line represents no difference between the two ratios, i.e., no cue-evoked change in firing. See Fig. 4 for gray shaded neurons. Fig. 4 . A representative raster and PETH during one of the last four days of training is presented for each outlier neuron shaded gray in Fig. 3 (each row) . Each row of the rasters represents one criterion head movement. Each dot of the rasters represents one action potential. Each PETH represents the average firing rate of the DLS neuron over all criterion movements (first, second or third movements of the FR3 schedule) in that session. Vertical line at time zero in raster and PETH represents detection of criterion head movement. Column 1 represents firing rates during the first unsignaled criterion head movement. Column 2 represents firing rates during the second unsignaled criterion head movement. Column 3 represents firing rates during the third (signaled) criterion head movement, with the conditioned stimulus cue presented at time zero criterion movements (Fig. 4F) . One down neuron's firing across the three movements was attributed to differences in firing rate prior to onset of downward movement rather than the presence of the cue (Fig. 4G) . A different down neuron exhibited decreased firing rates following the third criterion movement/cue onset relative to the first two unsignaled criterion head movements (Fig. 4H) . This might indicate suppression of motor-correlated firing by the presence of the cue. However, that direction of firing was inconsistent with primarily (80%) increases in firing rate of medium spiny neurons in response to cues in the medial striatum [25, 49] . In general, firing during cue presentation was negligible in comparison to the clear auditory-evoked firing of neurons demonstrated in other striatal subregions [14, 23, 25, 28, 31, 49] .
The final analyses examined firing during the subsets of matched stable head positions following each criterion head movement according to three levels of height and four levels of duration, collapsing the last four training sessions. The mixed ANOVAs for up, down, and nonsomatomotor DLS neurons did not yield any significant main effects (duration, movement, height) or interactions (all F < 0.14, p > 0.05). Furthermore the average position ratio with the cue did not differ from the average position ratio without the cue for any cell type (all |t| < 1.11, p > 0.05). Thus, matched sets in which the head was in the same, stable position (matching heights and durations) exhibited firing rates that did not differ whether the cue was presented or not.
Lick task
Acquisition of behavior and tests of habit formation are described in detail in a previous report [46] . Briefly, animals rapidly acquired the lick task, engaging in greater than 10,000 licks on the first day of training. Furthermore, both groups decreased average lick reaction time (hits only) in response to the auditory cue to roughly 450 ms (main effect of session, F(11,136) = 64.29, p < 0.0001, no main effect of group), demonstrating cue learning. However, animals differed in their reaction time depending on devaluation (session × group interaction F(11, 136) = 24.68, p < 0.0001) (Fig. 5A ). Devaluation on days 2 (F(1,136) = 15.27, p < 0.0001) and 13 (F(1,136) = 10.84, p < 0.01) nearly tripled reaction time and no significant difference existed between groups on any other days (p > 0.05). Furthermore, while both groups decreased the percent of missed water opportunities to roughly 1% over sessions (main effect of session F(11,136) = 33.04, p < 0.0001, no main effect of group), devalued animals exhibited significantly more misses than valued rats (session × group interaction F(11, 136) = 6.52, p < 0.0001) on devalued days 2 (F(1,136) = 9.60, p < 0.01) and 13 (F(1,136) = 9.82, p < 0.01) but not on any other days (p > 0.05) (Fig. 5B) . The increased misses by the devalued group likely contributed to the significantly reduced number of licks compared to the nondevalued group both early and late in training, indicating animals did not form a habit [46] .
Of 29 neurons, 19 (66%) exhibited neural activity recorded throughout all 14 training sessions. The mean stable recording for all neurons was 12.2 ± 0.5 sessions. An initial analysis of potential cue-related firing examined pre-cue versus post-cue firing over three levels of training (early-average of days 1, 3, 4, and 5; middle-average of days 6, 7, 8, and 9; late-average of days 10, 11, 12, and 14) . The repeated measures ANOVA yielded a significant main effect of training, F(2,132) = 4.44, p < 0.05, but no main effect of cue, F(1,132) = 0.32, p > 0.05, or cue × training interaction, F(2,132) = 0.09, p > 0.05, indicating that firing in general decreased over training but showed no change in response to the cue (Fig. 6A ). This analysis did not include devaluation sessions because all neurons were pooled together. However, given the decreased responding of the devalued group during the cue guided lick task, cue-evoked firing may exist between devalued and valued groups during devaluation sessions. A mixed ANOVA analyzing the standardized changes in firing rate in response to the auditory cue revealed a significant main effect of session, F(13, 295) = 3.45, p < 0.0001, no overall group effect F(1, 295) = 1.56 p > 0.05, and a significant session × group interaction, F(13, 295) = 2.14, p < 0.05. Post hoc simple comparisons revealed a significant difference between groups on day 1 of training F(1, 295) = 5.16, p < 0.05, but not on any subsequent training day, including devaluation days (p > 0.05) ( Fig. 6B) . Thus, despite the difference in responding between groups on devaluation days during cue-guided behavior, cue-evoked firing was absent. Furthermore, cue-evoked firing did not emerge over training sessions (Fig. 6B ).
Discussion
The DLS has been linked with learning habitual movements [39, 45, 46, 50] . However, mixed results have been reported regarding whether the DLS is responsive to environmental stimuli [4, 8, 33, 44] , which has implications for habitual or goal-directed behavior. In the head movement task, behavior was initially goaldirected but after extended training became habitual. Although head movement responses were self-initiated rather than cueinitiated, animals learned that the cue signaled reward delivery as indicated by the emergence over training days of an increased latency to emit a criterion head movement following cue presentation compared with nonpresentation. Furthermore, following criterion head movement detection, the duration and height of head positions did not differ between the three movements. This result indicates that animals did not utilize a counting strategy, in which the height and duration of the head would have been decreased on the third head movement relative to the first and second head movements. In spite of cue learning, DLS neurons did not change firing rates in response to the cue. Nevertheless, because the head movement was not cue-initiated, we analyzed a recent report of lick-related DLS neurons during cue guided licking [46] . In spite of cue learning, as demonstrated by decreased reaction time to lick in response to the auditory cue, cue reactivity was also absent in DLS lick neurons. This result suggests that the lack of cue reactivity in DLS head movement and nonsomatomotor neurons was not due to a lack of cue-initiated movements. Indeed, a recent investigation reported a "paucity" of DLS neurons exhibiting cue reactivity during win-stay maze performance [4] . The present results extend the results of Berke and colleagues [4] in that DLS neurons did not exhibit cue reactivity during goal-directed or habitual behavior.
We have previously demonstrated that discriminative stimuli do not change firing rates of rat DLS forelimb-associated neurons [8] . Thus, the lack of cue-evoked firing was not due to the difference of conditioned stimulus or discriminative stimulus cue, or of the body part with which firing was correlated. The present results are consistent with the reported properties of type IIb neurons of the primate putamen [33] . These neurons exhibit sensorimotor correlates, but not cue correlates, and represent roughly two-thirds of neurons in the primate putamen [33] . The present study corroborates the findings of this report regarding type IIb neurons (e.g., neurons related to head or tongue movement) and extends them to nonsomatomotor neurons of the DLS. Similar to somatic sensorimotor DLS neurons, (i) nonsomatomotor neurons exhibited decreased firing during upward head movements over training sessions [45] , and (ii) no cue correlates, nor did any develop as animals formed a habit. The nonsomatomotor neurons of the DLS reported herein cannot be classified as type I neurons [33] , because firing rates of nonsomatomotor neurons were low. Nonsomatomotor neurons cannot be classified as type IIa neurons either because they did not exhibit pre-movement correlates [33] . It is possible that nonsomatomotor neurons encode other sensory modalities or somatomotor correlates not revealed by the head movement task or our somatomotor examination. Further investigations of DLS are needed to determine the precise role of "nonsomatomotor" neurons.
It is not surprising that DLS neurons did not display cue correlates because auditory or limbic projections largely avoid the rat DLS [29, 47] . Instead, DLS integrates SI, SII, MI, and sensorimotor thalamic projections [5, 6, 17, 20, 21, 22] . Due to these afferents, DLS exhibits somatic sensorimotor responsiveness prior to any task learning [7, 8, 15, 16, [33] [34] [35] [36] 45, 46] . However, with extended training on tasks that induce behaviors that are habitual or remain goal-directed, DLS firing during the same movements predominantly declines [45, 46] . Thus, if cue-related firing were to emerge over training days, it might be inappropriately interpreted by downstream pallidal and nigral regions either as somatosensation/movement or a change in task conditions (see Ref. [46] ).
We and others have found cue correlates more medially in the dorsal striatum [14, 23, 25, 28, 31, 49] . This structure can be delineated from the DLS by calbindin staining [6] and due to its receiving projections from the medial agranular cortex and posterior parietal cortex [10, 11, 17, 43] , it has been suggested to be the "associative striatum" as opposed to the lateral "sensorimotor striatum" [11] . Interestingly, unconditional auditory sensory responses have been reported in the dorsocentral striatum [14] suggesting that this region of the striatum is not simply a transition zone between medial and lateral compartments of the dorsal striatum.
The present results differ from a previous report by Takahashi and colleagues [44] . In that report, experimenters trained rats to make two new odor associations (CS+ with sucrose and CS− with quinine) and reversed these associations daily for several months. DLS neurons were recorded and reported to exhibit slowly developing cue-evoked activity over a single session. Since this report [44] did not test for sensorimotor correlates in their recorded DLS sample it is possible that "cue-evoked" firing was due to somatosensory, motor, or sequence correlates of those neurons. For instance, many neurons of the DLS are sensitive to vibrissal, facial somatosensation, oral, and/or facial musculature [7, 12] and thus could be affected by active sniffing -a suggestion validated by diverse sniffing behaviors rodents exhibit during differential behavioral tasks as well as in response to olfactory cues [30, 51] .
The present results may differ from cue reactivity in the primate putamen. For example, primate type I tonically active neurons are responsive to cues [2] . Further, type IIa neurons of the primate putamen have been observed to exhibit robust cue-evoked firing in response to a solenoid click at 50-65 ms latency [34] , as similarly used in the present experiments. It is possible that the rat exhibits cue reactivity slightly more medially in striatum than the DLS. For instance, the solenoid-reactive putamen cells recorded by Kimura [42] tended to occur in the ventromedial and dorsolateral parts of the putamen where movement-related neurons were rare and microstimulation elicited few behavioral correlates.
It is possible that DLS movement-related firing is modulated by cues. In the primate, a subpopulation of putamen neurons exhibits differential firing to similar movements when cue guided, self-initiated or memory-guided [35] . In the rat, DLS neurons were reported to exhibit enhanced firing during reward-port head removal when preceded by a cue [32] . However, the possibility existed in that investigation that the head removal movement was different (slant, direction, velocity, etc) between cued and uncued conditions. Any differences in movement would alter firing in at least head movement DLS neurons, but the somatomotor properties of recorded neurons were not reported in that study. Demonstration that the exact same movement differed between cued and uncued conditions might suggest an influence of the hypothesized "limbic/cognitive/motor interface" from the cue-reactive medial shell [25] to the somatic sensorimotor DLS [26] .
Given the absence of cue responsiveness in the most lateral portions of rat striatum, cue processing may occur primarily medially, both dorsally and ventrally [23, 25, 31] and gain access to motor response circuitry via laterally spiraling mesencephalic and thalamocortical connections [26] . Intermediate among these subregions is the nucleus accumbens core, which while lacking unconditioned motor correlates, develops correlations with movements that lead to rewards, and has stronger relations with these learned movements than the medial accumbens shell [9, 24] . Learned motor correlates of core neurons, as well as dorsomedial striatal neurons [24, 31] exhibit both increases as well as decreases in firing rates correlated with reward-related movements. In contrast, most laterally in striatum, unconditioned (i.e., unlearned) motor correlates are always reflected as increases in firing rate [7, 12, 15, 16, 33, 36, 48] . Furthermore, the vast majority of DLS neurons decline firing rates during the same movements across training days [45, 46] whereas both cue [25] and motor [24] firing correlates have been observed in accumbal neurons in spite of one month not performing the task. Thus, medial-lateral differences in the role of striatal subregions in cue and motor learning and performance may exist in addition to their differences in encoding of unconditioned movements. Further research is needed to explore the possibility of whether cue reactivity of neurons in the medial striatum, learned motor correlates of the ventromedial striatum (core), and unconditioned motor correlates of the lateral striatum, concomitantly influence downstream premotor neurons before and after overtraining.
